Shape a Distinctive City

Lighting Up Marina Bay
As we get ready to welcome a brighter new year, iconic facades around Marina Bay will be illuminated
nightly with dazzling projection mapping shows. Part of the Marina Bay Singapore Countdown 2022,
these projections feature student artworks that depict uplifting stories of organisations and individuals
giving back to the community.
Be inspired by these projection mapping
shows

How to make a great place
Check out our new placemaking book to discover
Singapore's placemaking journey over the last two
decades, through the lenses of individuals,
architects, placemakers and stakeholders. We've
also included practical tips on how to shape
meaningful places for all.
Download the book

Plan Our Future SG

Shaping Singapore's largest
business district outside the
city centre
Jurong Lake District will see land sites available
for development over the next 30 years, with
flexible zoning to allow for new development
concepts and innovative ways to integrate live,
work, and play for residents, workers, and
visitors.

Find out more

Housing many uses under
one roof
Yew Tee will be home to Singapore's next
'vertical kampung', an integrated development
that will offer flats for seniors and a mix of
amenities that will be open to the public too. Colocating these different uses not only minimises
travel, but also helps maximise the land the
development sits on.

See more

Conserve Built Heritage

Historic line-up at Hill Street
Did you know there is a string of historic buildings
off Hill Street, leading up Coleman Street?
Explore them with us to learn more about each of
their distinctive architectural styles, and how
they have been adapted for modern uses.
Discover more

Enliven Public Spaces
Delight in these nostalgic walls
If you’re around Temple St, this image of an uncle
pouring tea from a giant teapot down from the
third storey of a shophouse will surely catch your
eye! It’s a whimsical element in Yip Yew Chong’s
new mural, which brings to life memories of a
Chinatown from the past while adding some
delight to the streets of our historic district.
See more pictures

Activating and shaping
spaces around you
Over the years, communities have come together
to activate public spaces in many different ways
for everyone to enjoy! If you have ideas for
making spaces around you more vibrant, we have
some placemaking stories, lessons and tips in this
latest Ideas & Trends article for you to get
started.
Read more

Go Car-Lite
Paving the way for pedestrians
With a network of walkways and wide, open lawns,
it's easy for all to explore the Civic District and visit
its historic landmarks on foot! We have rolled out
enhancements to shape it as a walkable district
since 2015, and will soon be pedestrianising more
areas within it.
Explore more

Hear from experts on future mobility trends transforming our city in this webinar organised in
conjunction with the Long-Term Plan Review!
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